
：glass lens type

To order the hanging type, add an F in the end of the product number when ordering. 

：plastic lens type ：A strap is available for suspending.GL ：white lens type PL HookWL
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BINOCULAR  MAGNIFIER

BINOCULAR MAGNIFIER

BINOCULAR  MAGNIFIER

BINOCULAR MAGNIFIER

9

INTERCHANGEABLE LENS Easy lens replacement

INTERCHANGEABLE LENS

●This headset type magnifier allows you to use the both hands for complicated work.
●The velcro fastener allows you to adjust the length of head belt.
●Optional lenses of different magnifications are available. By changing lenses,
you can use this magnifier with your desired magnifications and purposes.
●You don't have to take off your eyeglasses, when using this magnifier.

Applicable for BM-100 only

●The padded headband is easy and comfortable to use.

●This product with a lighting system is very effective in
situations where normal light is limited at the site.
●The light emission diode (LED) used in this product
provides bright clear light coupled with long working life.

[Light source] Light Emission Diode (LED)
[Power supply] 2-CR2016 Lithium batteries
[Continuous lighting duration] Up to 16 hours

Replacement lenses are only applicable for BM-120, BM-120E and BM-120L.

3.5×

7～11cm

9～11cm

2.7×

9～15cm

10～12cm

2.3×

11～20cm

11～13cm

1.8×

16～30cm

12～14cm

MAGNIFICATION

Work Distance

When using an additional lens

※ The work distance gap depends on the person using the product.

With Inner Lens

With Inner Lens

HEAD BAND SIZE
ADJUSTING KNOB

LOOSENING

TIGHTENING

By removing the screws you can replace the lenses.

With
Attachable
Lens

With Light

No.BM-100A

No.BM-100B

No.BM-100C

No.BM-100D

1.8×

3.5×

2.3×

2.7×

No.BM-100A1

No.BM-100B1

No.BM-100C1

No.BM-100D1

1.8×

3.5×

2.3×

2.7×

No.BM-120A1

No.BM-120B1

No.BM-120C1

No.BM-120D1
●inner box：10pcs

1.8×

3.5×

2.3×

2.7×

With Light

No.BM-120LA

No.BM-120LB

No.BM-120LC

No.BM-120LD

1.8×

3.5×

2.3×

2.7×

No.BM-120A

No.BM-120B

No.BM-120C

No.BM-120D

1.8×

3.5×

2.3×

2.7×

●inner box：10pcs

With Attachable Lens

No.BM-120AE

No.BM-120BE

No.BM-120CE

No.BM-120DE

1.8×＆4.8×(When using an additional lens)

2.3×＆5.3×(When using an additional lens)

2.7×＆5.7×(When using an additional lens)

3.5×＆6.5×(When using an additional lens)

No.BM-110 1.8×＆3.3×
●Flipping the inside lenses up provides 3.3 magnification.
● inner lens：Hard coating Plastic lens.

Outer Lens Inner Lens

HookPLWL

WL

WL

WL

WL

WL

WL

No.BM-115W 2.3×＆3.3×
●Flipping the inside lenses up provides 3.3 magnification.
● inner lens：Hard coating Plastic lens.

Outer Lens Inner Lens

HookPLWL


